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Offoedu-Okeke's work taps into our myths, religions, folklores, science and art ''through imagination''... the
missing starting blocks needed to progress as a nation and continent.
SMO Contemporary Art

Onyema

Offoedu-Okeke

Editorial
We give thanks for the Igbo Culture, for given us some of the greatest minds of African
expression; such as Ben Enwonwu and Uche Okeke – as well as Christopher Okigbo and
Simon Okeke, who both left us physically during the Biafran War.
I'm very much looking forward to the upcoming exhibition (see poster inside) Legacies of
Biafra, hosted by SOAS, where the work of the featured artist will be on display. Due to his
brightness of mind and bravery of brush, its always going to be good to view new work
from him.
Wherever he lives, he can never go adrift: anchored in the Igbo culture. With this next
exhibition, he is once again a Nigerian ambassador, a representative of Africa. This is the
first in a series of six, called Biafran Ballads. I'm happy to present to you,
ONYEMA OFFOEDU-OKEKE.
Editor: Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
Front cover and last paintings from SMO Contemporary Art
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It is perhaps his love for Cubism that attracted him to the works of Onyema OffoeduOkeke, the Nigerian architect and prolific painter whose works in Anueyiagu’s collection
number over 200. Any wonder the ace art collector initiated and published a hardcover,
large-format, full colour book of his Offoedu-Okeke treasures in 2012, titled Contemporary
African Art: My Private Collection of Onyema Offoedu-Okeke, with contributions by Chike
Aniakor, Ozioma Onuzulike, Frank Ugiomoh and Oke yAnueyiagu himself.

from article about collector Dr. Okey Anueyiagu by Professor Ikwuemesi
This Day
Nov.2017

Student
Oneyma Offoedu-Okeke received a degree in architecture from the University of Nigeria,
Enugu Campus in 1992
from SMO Contemporary Art

Artist
While the African countries sent in their works, their representatives later came in person.
Nigeria: Onyema Offoedu-Okeke, Zak Attah and Ugochukwu Nzewi.
Onyema’s piece – ‘Kente Headscarf’ showcases a boudoir study of head tying craft
existing in the West African sub-region. As a well developed fashion accessories, it proved
adequate for informal and formal functions for schools, churches, civic activities, and
seminars, cocktails parties, etc. most remarkably, the depiction strongly suggests a
stylised facial profile generated by articulating subtle facial expressions on idealised maskform. The result is a formulation which recalls the African tribal sculptural aesthetics.
from Artiade: Olympics of Art

Curator
Onyema was the curator for the African Passage exhibition in London in 2003, which
showcased six influential modern Nigerian artists and was sponsored by Barclays Private
Bank and Pointec Group Nigeria (facilitated by Dr. Okey Anueyiagu).
from Brown Brommel

Epiphany in Black - Umozi
from SMO Contemporary Art

Sleepless in Syria
from Pinterest

“I am inspired by themes such as memories of histories and home, human resilience,
ascendancy of the subaltern, thought-scapes as mechanisms of conflict resolution which
address challenges and triumphs in human societies,” said Offoedu-Okeke, 47, a 1992
graduate of Architecture from the University of Nigeria, Enugu campus.

from article by Ben Ezeamalu
Premium Times
June 2014

from Development Alternatives and Resource Centre

Artists of Nigeria (Centenary Edition); The Nigerian Centenary Commission recognized
Artists of Nigeria as a literary anthology that captures the landscape of Nigeria’s art-history
effectively. It describes the different indigenous art systems and responses to modernity
that influenced the development of modern and contemporary Nigerian for over 100 years

from Development Alternatives and Resource Centre

Cosmologist
In Homeland Memories, the artist displays works infused with rich symbols which reflect
African roots and are grounded in Igbo cosmology and identity.
from article by Ben Ezeamalu
Premium Times
June 2014

Historian
An artist, writer, curator and African art historian, he studied Architecture at the University
of Nigeria Nsukka, Enugu Campus, graduating in 1992.
from Brown Brommel

Essayist
Over the years Onyema has written numerous essays on African/Nigerian art and
contributed an article entitled “The Head Stream that Never Runs Dry” in Yinka Shoribare’s
exhibition book Double Dutch shown at Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen Rotterdam
Kunsthalle Wein-Netherlands, 2004.
from article by Ben Ezeamalu
Premium Times
June 2014

from Find Art Info

Ancient
In this new exhibition, called Homeland Memories, Offoedu-Okeke uses ancient forms,
myths and symbols, such as his sculpted heads, in the context of modern society.
from Wanted in Africa - June 2014

Spiritual
Offoedu-Okeke’s show brings together works on canvas and sketches in biro, all exploring
what it means to bear a load with the head, whether in a physical, intellectual or spiritual
sense, and often all three together. Loads borne include a bag of cement, water, a
generator, and, alarmingly, a chainsaw; collectively, the works exude a real sense of the
exertions of everyday life, although this is neither celebrated nor sentimentalised. The
paintings are vibrant and skillfully done, but for me it was the drawings, and especially
Cloud over me (Labourer’s Dream) which really struck a chord: faced with the back of the
bearer’s head, we are left to draw our own conclusions about the nature of the labour, and
the tangled dream world it has inspired.
from African Art In London - Sept. 2010

Roots
At the opening of his exhibition at fashionable Temple Muse on Victoria Island OffoeduOkeke spoke of the importance of Nigerian artists drawing on their own cultural roots
rather than following western styles and fashions.
from Wanted in Africa - June 2014

Chant for Christopher
I saw you Christopher,
By the sacred water,
With your grandfather ;
Priest of Idoto,
By Idoto River.
Christopher, Christopher.
One day Nigeria,
Next day Biafra.
Chinua Achebe cried for you,
Wole Soyinka in prison cried for you,
Gabriel Okara too.
I saw you Christopher,
Your schoolteacher father,
And beloved mother;
Siblings and everyone,
Life in Ikenga.
Christopher, Christopher.
One day a poet,
Next day a soldier.
Chinua Achebe cried for you,
Wole Soyinka in prison cried for you,
Gabriel Okara too
I saw you Christopher,
Writer and teacher,
O.U.P. Publisher;
Black Orpheus time,
Time in Nsukka.
Christopher, Christopher.
One day a publisher,
Next day a Major.
Chinua Achebe cried for you,
Wole Soyinka in prison cried for you,
Gabriel Okara too.

Natty Mark Samuels

from Pictame

from Out Of Africa

If you happen to be in North London in September, you have to visit the Arc Gallery where
‘Head Load’ will showcase the new paintings and drawings of the Nigerian artist, writer and
architect Onyema Offedu–Okeke.
His most recent body of work examines the irony of the G12 global conclave with regards
to developing countries and the so-called ‘ordinary’ people who bear the burden or
progress of industry.
Offedu–Okeke’s work celebrates the immeasurability of the human spirit in its remarkable
dexterity in adapting to economic hardships and challenges.
Do not miss this chance to see work by this fantastic artist.
from Out Of Africa
Aug.2010

Exhibitions
Nigeria
Greece
Spain
Germany
Sweden
America

England

from Brown Brommel

Vibrant
Here, the vibrant, often-overlooked accomplishments of Nigerian artists are given the
attention they deserve. Among the featured artists are Olowere, whose work is in the
collections of the British Museum, the Detroit Institute of Arts, and the Smithsonian
Institution; Chike Aniakor, who has a PhD from Indiana University; and Uche Okeke,
whose work has been shown at Boston University.
from Hennessey and Ingalls – on Artists of Nigeria by Onyema Offoedu-Okeke

Precious
Over the years, Onyema has displayed in his works, a rich variety of poetics in the deep
registration of the spirit of eclecticism, contradictoriness, cultural collage and curiosity. The
many stories of his works, which are sometimes parallel and sometimes divergent, but
more often intertwined, represent the story of an intriguing and precious passion.
from article by Dr Okey Anueyiagu - Brown Brommel - Sept.2016

Africa
“When I say ‘I am Africa’, then my art becomes autobiographical in the way it is presented.
This series of works touches on the human experience, our enveloping space, and the
cosmos from which human imagination draws its inspiration and corresponding beliefs.
quote by the artist from article by Nurudeen Oyewolr - Daily Trust - June 2014

from Brown Brommel
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